I. INTRODUCTION
Fair exchange protocols [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] are mainly used to ensure the security and fairness of online transactions and they are very important. A good fair exchange protocol can make both parties exchange information in a fair way, i.e., after the completion of exchange, either each party gets the other's information or neither party does. Early fair exchange protocols are usually gradual exchange protocols [1] [2] , and they always take both parties many steps to finish the exchange and are very inefficient. Another class of fair exchange protocols [3] [4] [5] use a trusted third party (TTP) to achieve fairness, but since these protocols require the TTP must be fully trusted, it is sometimes hard for us to find such a TTP. In 2004, Chen et al. [6] introduced the notion of concurrent signature. In a concurrent signature scheme, two signers use a piece of information (called keystone) to make sure their signatures are exchanged in a fair way, i.e., before the keystone is released by one of the signers (initial signer), those two signatures are ambiguous, i.e., they may be issued by either of the two signers; however, after the keystone is released, both signatures are bound to their signers concurrently. Concurrent signature can realize the fair exchange of signatures without the help of a TTP and provide a new approach for designing fair exchange protocols without TTP.
But Susilo et al. [7] pointed out in Chen et al.'s [6] scheme, if both users are honest, any third party can identify who is the true signer of the ambiguous signature even before the keystone is released. In order to strengthen the ambiguity, [7] presented the concept of perfect concurrent signature and gave two concrete perfect concurrent signature schemes based on Schnorr ring signature [8] and bilinear pairing [9] [10] . However, Wang et al. [11] pointed out the schemes in [7] are not fair, and actually they are more favorable to the initial signer, so Wang et al. provided two improved perfect concurrent signature schemes. Recently, Chow et al. [12] and Huang et al. [13] respectively developed ID-based perfect concurrent signature schemes, and [14] proposed a certificate-based perfect concurrent signature scheme.
However, all above concurrent signature schemes can only be used for the exchange of signatures and can't be used for physical goods transactions. Li et al. [15] first used concurrent signature [6] to design a fair exchange protocol which can be used for digital goods transactions, but their protocol is not fair and vulnerable to the attack in [11] . Chen et al. [16] used the concurrent signature scheme [11] based on Schnorr ring signature to design a truly fair exchange protocol which can be used for digital goods transactions. Li et al. [17] proposed an abuse-free fair exchange protocol based on [16] . However, there is a common defect in Chen et al.'s [16] and Li et al.'s [17] protocols, i.e., they require the communication channel between two parties should be secure, which greatly limits the application scope of the protocols. Zheng [18] first proposed the concept of signcryption which can simultaneously fulfill the functions of digital signature and public key encryption in a logically single step with a cost lower than that required by "signature followed by encryption". Based on the concept of signcryption [18] [19] [20] and the perfect concurrent signature scheme [7] from bilinear pairing, Luo et al. [21] designed a signcryption-based concurrent signature scheme, and based on this scheme, they proposed a fair exchange protocol which doesn't need secure communication channel. However, Sun et al. [22] pointed out Luo et al.'s scheme doesn't satisfy unforgeability, therefore the exchange protocol based on their scheme doesn't satisfy confidentiality and fairness. So Sun et al. proposed an improved signcryption-based concurrent signature scheme based on Luo et al.'s scheme, and they claimed the fair exchange protocol based on their proposed scheme satisfied confidentiality and fairness.
Through analysis, we point out although Sun et al. improved the unforgeability of Luo et al.'s scheme, their scheme still has the same defect in ambiguity as Luo et al.'s, therefore the fair exchange protocols based on the two schemes are both not fair. More specifically, in their schemes, as soon as user i releases his keystone k i , any third party can bind i's ambiguous signature to i and the signature receiver j can decrypt i's ambiguous signature, so in the fair exchange protocols based on their schemes, as soon as i releases his keystone k i , j can obtain expected i's valid signature, then it's entirely possible for j to refuse to release his keystone k j , and this is obviously unfair for i.
In this paper, based on the notions of signcryption and concurrent signature, we propose a new signcryption-based concurrent signature scheme, and based on this scheme, we present a fair exchange protocol. Compared with Luo et al.'s and Sun et al.'s schemes, our scheme has following characteristics: (1) In our scheme, i's ambiguous signature will become binding if and only if both i and j release their keystones k i , k j . This means if j doesn't release k j , the i's signature he has won't become binding, therefore j is forced to release k j , which avoids the occurrence of unfair phenomenon. (2) Besides, because our scheme doesn't involve the concept of ring signature which always results in long signatures and simplifies encryption operations, our scheme has the advantage of short signatures and low computation cost.
II. BILINEAR PAIRING
Let G 1 be a cyclic additive group with order prime q, which is generated by P, and G 2 be a cyclic multiplicative group with the same order q. A bilinear pairing is a map e: G 1 ×G 1 → G 2 with the following properties:
( This algorithm first selects a random number k∈Z q * , and then computes
Finally, it outputs an ambiguous signature C i =(y,σ,R 1 ,R 2 ).
(4)AVerify(X i ,X j ,C i ): The algorithm performs the following to verify an ambiguous signature C i .
It first computes h 1 =H 1 (X i ,X j ,R 1 ), h 4 =H 4 (y,X i ,X j ,R 1 ,R 2 ) and then verifies whether
If not, it outputs " " ⊥ .
Otherwise, it accepts the signature.
The algorithm is used to verify the validity of a keystone pair (k i ,k j ) after users i,j release k i , k j respectively. For user i, it verifies whether 1 ( , ) ( , )
If not, it shows i is dishonest. Otherwise, it runs algorithm Verify. As for user j, the verification process is similar.
This algorithm is used to bind the ambiguous signatures C i ,C j to their true signers after the keystones k i ,k j are released. For each ambiguous signature C i , the algorithm verifies whether
e R e h P h X h X σ =
. If C i ,C j are bound to i, j respectively, it outputs "accept". Otherwise, it outputs " ".
This algorithm uses the signature receiver's secret key x j and the signature signer's keystone k i to decrypt the ambiguous signature
, and then obtains the message m i =y○ + key.
B. Luo et al's Fair Exchange Protocol
Based on above scheme, Luo et al. [21] designed a fair exchange protocol which doesn't need secure communication channel. Suppose A is a buyer, B is a seller, and A, B both have an account in a bank. The protocol is briefly described as follows.
Step 1. A→B:
Step 2. B→A:
Step 3. A→B:k A .
Step [22] signcryption-based concurrent signature schemes have the same defect in ambiguity, therefore the fair exchange protocols based on their schemes are not fair. More specifically, in their schemes, as soon as user i releases his keystone k i , any third party can bind i's ambiguous signature to i and the signature receiver j can decrypt i's ambiguous signature, so in the fair exchange protocols based on their schemes, as soon as the buyer A releases his keystone k A , the seller B can obtain A's valid signature on the electronic cheque, then it's entirely possible for B to refuse to release his keystone k B and quit the protocol. At this moment, B has A's valid signature on the expected electronic cheque, but A doesn't have B's valid signature on the corresponding receipt and can't decrypt the encrypted digital goods. Obviously, this is not fair to A.
If we want the signcryption-based concurrent signature scheme will not cause above fairness problem, we should relate the ambiguity of i's signature not to the release of k i but to the release of (k i ,k j ).
V. NEW SIGNCRYPTION-BASED CONCURRENT SIGNATURE SCHEME
A. Security Notions Luo et al. [21] require a secure signcryption-based concurrent signature scheme should satisfy confidentiality, unforgeability, forward security, temporary key security, and they defined unforgeability in detail in [21] . But we think their definition (Luo et al. in fact require an outside attacker who doesn't know either of A's and B's secret keys can't forge a signature which can pass the verification of algorithm AVerify) of unforgeability isn't proper, and the unforgeability for a signcryption-based concurrent signature scheme should be defined as the improbability of an outside attacker forging a signature which can pass the verification of algorithm Verify, and it is formally redefined as follows.
Definition 3. We say a signcryption-based concurrent signature scheme is existentially unforgeable under a chosen message attack if the probability of success of any polynomially bounded adversary in the following game is negligible.
Game 1: Setup. The challenger C runs algorithm Setup and gives the system parameter S to the adversary E.
Query. C answers E's various queries as follows.
(1)Public key query. E submits an identity u, C looks for the tuple <u,X u ,x u > in a secret key list which is called L-list. If it does exist, C returns X u to E. Otherwise, C runs algorithm UserKeyGen for u, generates u's public key and secret key (X u ,x u ), and adds the tuple <u,X u ,x u > to L-list and returns X u to E.
(2)Secret key query. E submits an identity u, C looks for the tuple <u,X u ,x u > in L-list. If it exists, C returns x u to E. Otherwise, C runs algorithm UserKeyGen for u, generates u's public key and secret key(X u ,x u ), and adds the tuple <u,X u ,x u > to L-list and returns x u to E.
(3)Hash query. C keeps a H i -list for every random oracle H i . When E queries the random oracle H i , C looks for the corresponding tuple in H i -list. If it exists, C returns the corresponding hash value to E. Otherwise, C chooses a random number t from H i 's hash space, adds the input and t to H i -list and returns t to E.
(4)Signcryption query. E submits an identity u, a message m, a session key key and a keystone fix pair (f 1 ,f 2 ), C first conducts a secret key query for u, then runs algorithm Signcrypt with an input (m,x u ,key,f 1 ,f 2 ) and sends the output to E. Forge. Suppose E outputs i's signature (c i ,v i ) with a keystone pair (k 1 ,k 2 ), and E didn't conduct a secret key query for i, and E's output results are not produced by the signcryption oracle. We say E wins the game if Verify(c i ,v i ,k 1 ,k 2 ,X i )=accept.
B. Proposed Scheme
To improve the security of previous signcryption-based concurrent signature schemes, we use bilinear pairing to reconstruct a signcryption-based concurrent signature scheme. It contains six basic algorithms and they are described as follows.
( (m i ,x i ,key i ,f i ,f j ) .
The algorithm uses the signer j's session key key j to decrypt j's ambiguous signature (c j ,v j ), and it outputs message m j , where
The algorithm uses the keystone fix pair (f i ,f j ) to verify whether the ambiguous signature (c j ,v j ) is correctly generated by user j as follows.
If If both the equations hold, it outputs "accept". Otherwise, it outputs "reject".
C. Unforgeability Analysis on the Proposed Scheme
In this section, we prove the unforgeability of the proposed signcryption-based concurrent signature scheme in detail. As for the analyses of confidentiality, forward security and temporary key security, please refer to Section 6. Theorem 1. If there exists a polynomially bounded adversary E who successfully performs an existential forgery under a chosen message attack against the proposed scheme in Section 4.2 with a non-negligible probability ε, then there exists another algorithm C which can solve the CDH problem in group G 1 with probability at least [ 
where q k denotes E can make at most q k public key queries and q s denotes E can make at most q s signcryption queries.
Proof. We will show given (P,xP,yP), C can figure out xyP by simulating the challenger in Game 1 and interacting with forger E. C performs as follows.
C starts by running algorithm Setup and gives system parameters S to E, and then C establishes L-list, H 1 -list, H 2 -list, H 3 -list, H 4 -list. Next, C answers E's various queries as follows.
(1)Public key query. E submits an identity u, C looks for the corresponding public key X u in L-list. If it exists, C returns X u to E. Otherwise, C performs as follows.
①If u≠i, C randomly chooses u's secret key x u ∈Z q * , computes u's public key X u =x u P, and adds the tuple <u,X u ,x u > to L-list and returns X u to E.
Otherwise, ② C randomly chooses s∈Z q * , computes u's public key X u =sxP, adds the tuple <u,X u ,⊥> to L-list and returns X u to E.
(2)Secret key query. Suppose E has conducted the corresponding public key query before E conducts a secret key query. If the identity E submits is u=i, C returns "⊥". Otherwise, C looks for the corresponding tuple <u,X u ,x u > in L-list and returns x u to E. (4)Signcryption query. Since E can request the secret key for user u≠i, E can signcrypt any message on behalf of user u≠i. In addition, E can ask C for user i's signcryption on any message, and C responds as follows.
When E conducts a signcryption query with an input (m,key,f 1 ,f 2 ), C first computes c=m ○ + key, and then conducts a H 3 query with an input (c,f 1 ,f 2 ). Suppose the tuple C obtains through the H 3 query is <c,f 1 ,f 2 ,t,p>. If p=0, C aborts. If p=1, C outputs a signature (c,v), where v=tX i .
Suppose E outputs i's signature (c i ,v i ) with a keystone pair (k 1 ,k 2 ) after E conducted above queries, and E's output results are not produced by the signcryption oracle, and the equation
Since the output of H 3 is totally random, the adversary must utilize previous signcryption queries or have directly queried random oracle H 3 with an input 1 [1,n] ) represents the event that E's j'th signcryption query doesn't cause C to stop. Then the event that C doesn't stop after E conducted n signcryption queries is equivalent to the event that ξ 1 ,ξ 2 ,…,ξ n occur simultaneously, and the probability that it occurs is equal to Pr(ξ 1 ∧ξ 2 … ∧ ∧ξ n ) =Pr(ξ 1 )Pr(ξ 2 |ξ 1 )…Pr(ξ n |ξ 1 ∧ξ 2 … ∧ ∧ξ n-1 ). We assume E doesn't make the same signcryption query twice, so ξ 1 ,ξ 2 ,…,ξ n are independent events and Pr(ξ 1 ∧ξ 2 ∧…∧ξ n )=Pr(ξ 1 ) Pr(ξ 2 
. Suppose we allow E can make at most q s signcryption queries, then the probability that C does not abort as a result of E's signcryption queries is at least [ Proposition 3. The probability that algorithm C does not abort after E performs a successful forgery is 1/q k . Hence, Pr[η 3 |η 2 ∧η 1 ]=1/q k .
Proof. We have analyzed that if E can perform a successful forgery, he must have conducted a H 3 query with an input (c i ,H 1 (k 1 ), H 1 (k 2 )). Suppose this query corresponds to the tuple <c i ,f 1 ,f 2 ,t i ,p i > in H 3 -list, then the probability that C does not abort after E performs a successful forgery is equal to the probability of p i =0, i.e., 1/q k .
To sum up, the probability of C's success is
VI. NEW FAIR EXCHANGE PROTOCOL
Based on the proposed scheme in Section 4.2, we design a fair exchange protocol which doesn't need security channel and could be used to exchange digital goods. Suppose A is a buyer, B is a seller, and they both have an account in a bank (the bank is only an ordinary bank and doesn't have the function of a trusted third party). The protocol is described as follows.
( 
VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we provide the security and efficiency analysis on the proposed protocol in detail.
A. Security Analysis
Effectiveness. If A, B both perform according to the protocol, then when the protocol is finished, both keystones have been released and both signatures become binding. So the seller B can submit A's binding signature to the bank to get A's payment, and the buyer A can obtain B's key (which can be used to decrypt the digital goods) and the corresponding receipt.
Confidentiality. Suppose an outside attacker E (other than A and B) intercepts i's ambiguous signature (c i ,v i ) on message m i , it's infeasible for E to get the message m i . Because E doesn't know s i , x i and x j , when E calculates s i X j or x j S i , he will face the CDH problem in group G 1 , so it's infeasible for E to calculate the session key key i =(x i X j ,s i X j ), and therefore the message m i can't be acquired. So the proposed protocol satisfies confidentiality.
Forward security. Suppose an outside attacker E (other than A and B) has obtained i's r'th session key key r =H 2 (x i X j ,s ir X j ) and i's secret key x i , it's infeasible for E to calculate i's t'th (t≠r) session key key t =H 2 (x i X j ,s it X j ). That is because when E computes s it X j , he'll face the CDH problem in group G 1 . Therefore, the proposed protocol satisfies forward security.
Temporary key security. Suppose an outside attacker E (other than A and B) has obtained i's ambiguous signature (c i ,v i ) on message m i and i's temporary key s i , it's infeasible for E to calculate the session key key i =(x i X j ,s i X j ). This is because when E calculates x i X j , he will encounter the CDH problem in group G 1 . Therefore, the proposed protocol also satisfies temporary key security.
Non-repudiation. Before the keystone (k A ,k B ) is released, (c i ,v i ) is ambiguous and there is no way for a third party to identify who is its true signer, but as soon as (k A ,k B ) is released, anyone can bind (c i ,v i ) to its true signer by running algorithm Verify. Therefore, the proposed protocol satisfies non-repudiation.
Ambiguity. Obviously, in the proposed protocol, only when the keystone (k A ,k B ) or the keystone fix (f A ,f B ) is acquired, can one run algorithm Verify or Insiderverify to bind (c i ,v i ) to user i. Before (k A ,k B ) is released, an outside attacker E only can intercept (r i ,S i ). However, since E doesn't have the signature receiver j's secret key x j or the signature signer i's temporary key s i , E can't figure out f i from (r i ,S i ). So before (k A ,k B ) is released, the outside attacker has no way to bind (c i ,v i ) to its true signer. Therefore, the proposed protocol satisfies ambiguity.
Fairness. Suppose the seller A is dishonest, the buyer B is honest. A has two chances to cheat B. In step (2), if A doesn't send the signature (c A ,v A ), then the transaction does not exist and there is no loss for both sides. If A sends a false signature, then as soon as B receives the signature, he will do a series of examinations. When he finds the message isn't correct or the signature is invalid, B will quit the protocol and A can't make a profit. In step (4), if A refuses to release k A or releases a false k A , B won't release his keystone k B , then A can't decrypt the digital goods and the signature (c B ,v B ) A has is still an ambiguous signature.
Suppose the seller B is dishonest, the buyer A is honest. B also has two chances to cheat A. In step (3), if B doesn't send (c B ,v B ), A won't release his keystone k A , then the signature (c A ,v A ) B has is still an ambiguous signature, and B can't obtain A's payment. If B sends a false signature, after A receives the signature, he will do a series of examinations, when he finds the message isn't correct or the signature is invalid, A will quit the protocol, and B can't make a profit. In step (5), if B doesn't release k B or releases a false k B , the bank can't bind (c A ,v A ) to A, and B can't obtain A's payment. Table 1 gives the efficiency comparison for Luo et al's [21] protocol, Sun et al's [22] protocol and the proposed protocol. As the main computational overheads, we only consider pairings (denote by P), exponentiations (denote by E), scalar multiplications (denote by S), and hash-to-point operations (denote by H). As for communication cost, we calculate the total length of data exchanged between A and B. Suppose the communication cost of (y i ,σ i ,R i1 ,R i2 ) or (c i ,v i ,r i ,S i ) is 4, and the communication cost of k i is 1. 
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